March 7, 2014

TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH
NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 14-13
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

BLACK WARRIOR RIVER, ALABAMA

Notice is given to mariners that the University of Alabama will host Michigan State University for a women's rowing team match on the Black Warrior River, between River Miles 339 - 341.5 in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on Saturday, March 8, 2014, between 8:00 A.M. and 12:00 P.M.

During the competition, approximately 3 to 9 racing shells (boats) will be on the river at any one time. For additional information on the competition, contact Coach Larry Davis, Women’s Rowing Team, University of Alabama, at telephone number (205) 310-1934.

Mariners are urged to exercise extreme caution when transiting this area.

The local Coast Guard Auxiliary will patrol the event course perimeter and monitor marine radio channel 16 and also may be contacted at telephone number (205) 393-0530. For further information, please contact Anthony Perkins at the BW&T/Alabama-Coosa Project Management Office (CESAM-OP-BA) at (205) 752-3571.
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